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Harness wind power and preserve prairie
BY M. LEE ALLISON

The Eagle editorial board is absolutely correct that Kansas needs wind energy ("Wind: Kansas is losing out,"
Oct. 11 Opinion). But there is no reason to panic that Kansas is "losing out" to other states in developing wind
energy.

Kansas is crafting a multifaceted approach that will position the state to take effective long-term advantage of
our vast wind resources. And though the Flint Hills have outstanding wind energy potential, the area of the
state with the most wind potential is western Kansas, where there are no major conflicts over siting wind
projects.

Kansas has made up its mind about wind power -- we want it. It's a clean, locally produced resource that in
many parts of the state will lower consumers' utility bills because it's now cheaper than burning natural gas to
generate electricity. But large industrial wind farms are not appropriate everywhere. Gov. Kathleen Sebelius
has called for both preservation of the tallgrass prairie and aggressive development of the state's wind energy
resources, not one or the other.

Sebelius urged all the parties interested in pursuing wind energy projects in the Flint Hills to exercise restraint
until we could work through her Wind and Prairie Task Force's recommendations. It makes much more sense
to invest time and effort now to resolve these tough issues than to fight the same battle, project by project, in
every county across the Flint Hills. Businesses thrive best in an environment of certainty -- including certainty
that projects can be approved and constructed in a timely manner.

The controversy over wind energy in the tallgrass prairie is the Kansas equivalent of the fight over oil drilling in
the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge. The Flint Hills contain about two-thirds of all the remaining resource of
unplowed tallgrass prairie in the world; no other area has landscape expanses of tallgrass prairie. We have an
important role to playas stewards of this treasure.

All of the recommendations of the task force have been or are in the process of being implemented.
Preliminary maps of untilled tallgrass prairie were released this week. Voluntary siting guidelines have been
provided to counties and model lease agreements distributed to help landowners. The Kansas Energy Council
is preparing a package of incentives to facilitate and promote wind-energy projects in appropriate areas of the
state.

These guidelines, local resources and incentives will help make Kansas one of the best places in the nation to
develop wind energy. Just watch -- it may blow you away.

M. Lee Allison is chairman of the Kansas Energy Council in Topeka.
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